Minimum-bias fragment distributions (FDs) are calculated by folding a power-law parton energy spectrum with parametrized fragmentation functions (FFs) derived from e + -e − and p-p collisions. Changes in FFs due to parton "energy loss" or "medium modification" are modeled by altering FF parametrizations consistent with rescaling QCD splitting functions. The common parton spectrum is constrained by comparison with a p-p pt spectrum hard component. In-vacuum and in-medium FDs are compared with spectrum hard components from 200 GeV Au-Au collisions for several centralities. The reference for all nuclear collisions is the FD derived from in-vacuum e + -e − FFs. The hard component for p-p and peripheral Au-Au collisions is found to be strongly suppressed for smaller fragment momenta, consistent with the FD derived from in-vacuum p-p FFs. At a particular centrality the Au-Au hard component transitions to enhancement at smaller momenta and suppression at larger momenta, consistent with FDs derived from in-medium e + -e − FFs. Fragmentation systematics suggest that QCD color connections change dramatically in more-central A-A collisions. Spectrum systematics are inconsistent with saturation-scale arguments and parton thermalization.
I. INTRODUCTION
RHIC collisions are conventionally described in terms of two major themes: hydrodynamic evolution of a thermalized bulk medium [1, 2, 3, 4] and energy loss of energetic partons in that medium via gluon bremsstrahlung [5] . Medium dynamics and properties and parton specific energy loss relating to "tomography" of the medium are the principal analysis goals [6, 7] . Analysis methods tend to favor those goals: Methods directed toward a bulk medium tend to suppress low-p t features of parton fragmentation, and methods applied to high-p t jet analysis also tend to suppress structure at smaller p t [8] .
Recent physical-model-independent studies of spectrum and correlation structure have revealed interesting new aspects of RHIC collisions. Analysis of number and p t angular correlations led to unanticipated structure in the final state, subsequently identified with parton fragmentation in the form of minijets [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . Two-component analysis of p-p and Au-Au spectra revealed a corresponding hard component, a minimum-bias fragment distribution associated with minijets which suggested that jet phenomena extend down to 0.1 GeV/c [8, 14] .
In this analysis new aspects of spectra and correlations in p-p and Au-Au collisions are combined with complete representations of fragmentation functions from e + -e − [15] and p-p [16, 17] collisions to reveal the systematic evolution of parton fragmentation with Au-Au centrality. Accurately parametrized FFs are combined with a powerlaw parton spectrum to produce fragment distributions which can be compared quantitatively with hard components derived from p t spectra in nuclear collisions. The observed FD evolution reveals surprising new features of parton fragmentation in p-p and A-A collisions.
II. MINIJETS
Minijets dominate the transverse dynamics of nuclear collisions above √ s N N ∼ 15 GeV. They have an experimental and theoretical history of more than twenty years. The term "minijets" can be applied collectively to all hadron fragments from the minimum-bias scatteredparton spectrum averaged over a given A-A or N-N event ensemble. Because the parton p t spectrum is rapidly varying (∼ 1/p trajet same-side peak at the angular origin (parton fragmentation) with most-probable p t ∼ 1 GeV/c and an interjet away-side ridge at π radians (back-to-back parton scattering). As noted by UA1, there is no dividing line between conventional high-p t "jets" and "minijets."
Several theoretical treatments have identified experimental minijets with parton scattering and fragmentation. Minijet production was calculated perturbatively for anticipated RHIC U-U collisions based on the UA1 minijets: "The observed [minijet] rate is in agreement with [p]QCD and is quite large" [18] . "Semihard parton interactions [as in the UA1 minijet analysis] appear to play an important role in high-energy hadronic scattering [ √ s hh ≫ 10 GeV]" [23] . A "...theoretical cutoff of p min t ∼ 3 GeV seems to describe the observed total minijet cross section with E jet T (E raw T ) ≥ 5 GeV" and produces a minijet total cross section in agreement with UA1 data [20] . "There is an increasing amount of evidence that the perturbative domain of QCD extends down to [parton] momenta of the order of 1 GeV/c" [24, 25] .
Minijet thermalization is of central interest as the basis for QGP formation and hydrodynamic flows. "Minijets...will be reprocessed by the system and not emerge from it" [18] . In [26] the thermalization time is estimated as 4-5 fm/c with T ∼ 200 GeV. One basis for claims of thermalization is the assumption that partons (gluons) propagate in a gas of bare gluons, which can be strongly questioned given recent minijet-related results at RHIC (e.g., the present analysis and [9, 10, 12, 13, 21] ).
The HIJING Monte Carlo was developed specifically to study the role of minijets in p-p and A-A collisions: "We emphasize the effects due to multiple mini-jet production at collider energies" [27, 28] . HIJING p-p correlations quantitatively match minijet correlations (sameside amplitude, widths, away-side ridge) measured in p-p collisions [21] . HIJING predictions with "jet quenching" disabled are consistent with a Glauber linear superposition reference for A-A collisions [10, 13] .
III. ANALYSIS METHOD
In this analysis minijets manifested as p t -spectrum hard components are the object of study. Experimental hard components are modeled with fragment distributions calculated by folding parton spectra with various fragmentation-function ensembles. From the comparisons parton spectrum parameters and modifications to fragmentation functions in more-central Au-Au collisions are inferred.
A study of the charge-multiplicity n ch dependence of p-p p t spectra revealed two components with fixed functional forms independent of n ch , denoted soft and hard components and later interpreted in terms of longitudinal projectile fragmentation (soft) and transverse scatteredparton fragmentation (hard) [14] . Separation into two components was based on a Taylor expansion of spectrum structure on event n ch with no physical model imposed. The hard-component fragment distribution or FD was identified with minijet angular correlations, having all the characteristics of jet correlations but with no jetspecific p t cuts imposed (i.e., minimum-bias jets) [21] .
Analysis of e + -e − (e-e) fragmentation functions (FFs) from LEP and HERA led to a complete characterization of FFs for all parton energy scales in terms of beta distributions on normalized rapidity u. FFs were represented to their statistical limits for all fragment momenta (in contrast to the limitations of conventional pQCD parametrizations such as the MLLA) [15] . The most important achievement was accurate representation of FFs near the smallest fragment and parton momenta.
Comparison with p-p (p-p) FFs indicated substantial systematic e-e vs p-p differences for smaller fragment momenta not revealed by conventional data plots on momentum fraction x p = p/p jet or its logarithmic equivalent ξ p = ln(1/x p ).
In this analysis e-e and p-p FFs are folded with a parton spectrum model to produce fragment distributions to be compared with measured spectrum hard components. For example, a measured FF ensemble from p-p collisions is folded with the spectrum model to produce a calculated FD. Comparison of the FD with a measured p-p spectrum hard component determines the spectrummodel cutoff energy and QCD power-law exponent. The parton spectrum agrees quantitatively with pQCD predictions and is comparable with a UA1 measurement of the differential jet cross section based on E t clusters.
The question then arises which FFs should be used to calculate FDs for various nuclear collision conditions. In the initial part of the analysis it is assumed that the underlying parton spectrum remains unchanged for a given final-state hadron acceptance (e.g., p t ≥ 0.15 GeV/c, |η| < 1, 2π azimuth). Manifestations of "jet quenching" or parton "energy loss" are modeled via FF modifications accessible for the first time over the full p t acceptance. A scheme for FF medium modification in [29] is found to be particularly relevant to data.
Spectrum ratio measures and direct comparisons of hard components with calculated FDs reveal the relation between systematic FF modifications and Au-Au centrality. Ironically, the most significant fragmentation changes occur below p t ∼ 2 GeV/c where most fragments appear but where comparisons with pQCD are typically deferred in favor of hydrodynamic descriptions. In particular, a direct correspondence has emerged between dramatic fragmentation modifications noted in this analysis and the recently-observed sharp transition in minijet correlation systematics at a specific Au-Au centrality [10] .
IV. P-P TWO-COMPONENT SPECTRA
The two-component model of p-p spectra [14] was the starting point for the differential fragmentation analysis described in this paper. The two-component model emerged from a Taylor-series expansion of spectra on observed charge multiplicityn ch in one unit of η (∼ dn ch /dη) and was not motivated by a particular physical model. The spectrum components (Taylor series coefficients) were subsequently interpreted physically in the context of correlation analysis and by analogy with parton fragmentation systematics at larger energy scales.
A. Two-component spectrum model
The two-component model applies to two-particle correlations and to their 1D projections, the p t or y t spectra. The two-component spectrum model for p-p collisions sorted according to event-multiplicity indexn ch is
where n x is integrated over one unit of η (i.e., n x /2π ∼ d 2 n x /dηdφ), soft component S 0 (y t ) is the Taylor series "constant," and hard component H 0 (y t ) is the coefficient of the term linear inn ch , both normalized to unit integral. For comparisons with A-A spectrum data we define S pp = (1/y t ) dn s /dy t with reference model n s S 0 and similarly for H pp ↔ n h H 0 . The two-term Taylor series exhausts all significant p-p spectrum structure. Fig. 1 (left panel) shows spectra for ten multiplicity classes from 200 GeV non-single diffractive (NSD) p-p collisions [14] . The asymptotic limit forn ch → 0 (dashdotted curve) is S 0 . The spectra are normalized by the soft-component multiplicity n s = n ch /(1 + αn ch ), where α ∼ 0.01 andn ch ∼ n ch /2 is the observed n ch resulting from incomplete p t acceptance and tracking inefficiencies. [14] . The dash-dotted curve is the spectrum soft component S0(yt) defined as the limiting case forn ch → 0. Right: The two-component (soft+hard) model of p-p spectra. Hard component H0(yt) is a Gaussian with QCD power-law tail [8] . (1) with unit-normal model functions S 0 and H 0 defined in [8, 14] . The hard-component spectrum contribution n h /n s scales as αn ch . Factor α = 0.01 is the average value for mostn ch classes. The factor drops to 0.0055 forn ch = 1. The spectrum data in the left panel are described to the statistical limits.
B. p-p spectrum hard component Figure 2 (left panel) shows p-p hard components in the form H pp /n s for ten multiplicity classes obtained by subtracting fixed soft component S 0 from the ten NSD p-p spectra normalized by soft multiplicity n s . The hardcomponent shape is independent of multiplicity and described approximately by a Gaussian. The amplitude is approximately proportional ton ch . From the figure H 0 coefficient n h /n s = αn ch is inferred, with α ∼ 0.01 [14] . [14] . A common Gaussian model function describes the data well except for parts of the lowest multiplicities. Right: Hpp data from the left panel normalized to NSD p-p collisions by factor n h (1.25)/n h (n ch ) demonstrating the common form. A Gaussian (dotted curve) and Gaussian with power-law tail (dash-dotted curve) are compared to the data. Figure 2 (right panel) shows ten hard components H pp from the left panel scaled by factors n h (1.25)/n h (n ch ) to reveal a common shape representing the mean hard component for NSD p-p collisions. The dash-dotted curve is 0.02 H 0 [0.02 ∼ (α = 0.007) (n ch = 1.25) (n s = 2.5) [14] ], with H 0 defined as a Gaussian plus exponential tail on transverse rapidity y t (n h H 0 is relabeled below as reference H GG ). The exponential tail represents the QCD power law ∝ p nQCD t → exp[(n QCD − 2) y t ], where the −2 results from the p t → y t Jacobian [8] . The dotted curve, a Gaussian with no QCD tail [14] , is inconsistent with data at larger y t . The spectrum hard component is interpreted as a minimum-bias fragment distribution dominated by "minijets"-jets from those partons (gluons) with at least the minimum energy required to produce charge-neutral combinations of charged hadrons.
V. FRAGMENTATION FUNCTIONS
e-e and p-p FFs for inclusive fragments and inclusive partons have been parametrized accurately over the full (y, y max ) ↔ (x p , Q 2 ) region relevant to nuclear collisions. The parametrizations permit comprehensive tests of pQCD in relation to nuclear collision data.
A. Accurate FF parametrizations
Fragmentation functions provide direct experimental access to the parton-hadron interface of QCD. At RHIC energies nuclear collisions are dominated by parton scattering and fragmentation. For full understanding of collision dynamics FFs should be described over the entire fragment distribution and over all parton energies relevant to nuclear collisions.
pQCD theory emphasizes the parton splitting cascade and DGLAP evolution of FFs. The 10% most-energetic fragments are well-described (e.g., [30] ). FFs are conventionally represented by semilog plots of D(x p , Q 2 ) on momentum fraction x p = p/p parton , which compress and obscure details at small x p (including most of the fragment distribution) or on ξ p = ln(1/x p ) for which the lower limits of FFs on p are not well-defined. In contrast, rapidity y = ln[(E + p)/m π ] is well-defined as fragment p → 0 (y → p/m π ), which is essential for study of FFs in nuclear collisions. The small-x p (small-y) region dominates nuclear collisions, both by driving collision dynamics and by providing diagnostic evidence in the final state.
Two goals should be distinguished: 1) phenomenological descriptions of FFs which can provide simple and accurate representations of data over the large kinematic intervals required for comprehensive study of nuclear collisions; 2) theoretical descriptions of FFs via pQCD, which may be limited by the current state of theory,
B. e
+ -e − fragmentation functions e + -e − light-quark (uds) and gluon fragmentation functions are well-described above energy scale (dijet energy) Q ∼ 10 GeV by a two-parameter beta distribution β(u; p, q) on scaled rapidity u [15] . Parameters (p, q) vary slowly and linearly with Q above 10 GeV and can be extrapolated reasonably well down to Q ∼ 4 GeV based on dijet multiplicity data. Most of the FF "scaling violations" described by the DGLAP equations result from self-similar variations of FFs with energy scale, which can be absorbed into dijet multiplicity 2 n(Q) and scaled rapidity u ≡ (y − y min )/(y max − y min ), with y max ≡ ln(Q/m π ) and fixed y min inferred from the systematics of measured e + -e − FFs. Dijet multiplicities are determined by β(u; p, q) according to an energy sum rule. Fig. 3 (left panel) shows measured FFs for three energy scales from HERA/LEP [31, 32] . The 2 in the axis label indicates that these are dijet n ch densities. The vertical lines at right denote y max values. The curves are determined by the (p, q) parametrization with y min ∼ 0.35 (p t ∼ 0.05 GeV/c, left vertical line) and describe data to their error limits over the entire fragment momentum range. [31, 32] . Curves through data are from a universal parametrization based on the beta distribution [15] . Right: (Color online) Surface plot of the universal FF parametrization showing the locus of modes (dashed curve).
the dash-dotted lines the system is determined by fiducial FF data (i.e., exceptional quality and range [15] ) Between the dash-dotted and dotted lines the parametrization is constrained only by dijet multiplicities.
Systematic trends can be extrapolated to the left of the left dotted line. At the end of a splitting cascade partons evolve to color-singlet hadrons 1-to-1 with a single hadron in the parton "fragmentation function" and y f ragment = y parton (diagonal line). Approach of the locus of modes to the diagonal therefore leads to local parton-hadron duality (LPHD) [33] . At lower energy scales the QCD density of states is small and hadron resonances dominate. The QCD splitting cascade transitions to a resonance cascade terminating in detected hadrons. The open circles represent multiplicities from medium modification of those FFs in central Au-Au collisions at 200 GeV, as described in Sec. VIII B. The "in-medium" shift of FFs to smaller fragment momenta requires more fragments to satisfy energy conservation. The systematics of quark and gluon jets coincide for energy scales Q = 2E jet < 8 GeV. Quark-gluon differences at larger energy scales are less important for gluon-dominated minimum-bias fragmentation in nuclear collisions.
C. p-p fragmentation functions Figure 5 (left panel) shows FF data from p-p collisions at FNAL [16] . The plotted points are samples from the full data set. Jets are integrated within a cone half-angle of 0.47 radians. The solid curves guide the eye. There is a significant systematic difference between p-p and ee FFs. The dotted line represents the lower limit for e-e FFs. The systematic gap for all parton energies is apparent-y min for p-p collisions is ∼ 1.5 (0.3 GeV/c) instead of 0.35 (0.05 GeV/c). The curve labeled MB is hard-component reference H GG from p-p collisions [14] , comparable to the 6 GeV FF curve in Fig. 6 (left panel). 
with y 0 ∼ ξ y ∼ 1.6 determined by the CDF FF data [16] .
The modified e-e FFs have not been rescaled to recover the initial parton energy. The cutoff function represents real fragment and energy loss from p-p relative to e-e FFs. Figure 6 (left panel) shows e-e beta FFs for five parton energies [15] modified by the g cut factor. Also plotted are more-recent CDF FF data for dijet energies 101 and 216 GeV [17] demonstrating the correspondence. The CDF FFs also reveal a systematic amplitude saturation or suppression at larger parton energies compared to LEP systematics, evident also in Fig. 5 (left panel) . In Fig. 6 (left panel) the 216 GeV p-p data fall well below the 216 GeV LEP expectation (solid curve). The 101 GeV pp data fall below the 101 GeV e-e parametrization to a lesser degree, and mainly for smaller fragment rapidities. [35] are CDF measured p-p dijet multiplicities. Figure 6 (right panel) shows multiplicity systematics (solid points) for p-p (i.e., modified e-e) FFs. The solid curve represents unmodified e-e FFs. There is substantial reduction of p-p FF multiplicities due to the cutoff. Also plotted are CDF FF multiplicities from reconstructed jets (open triangles [34] and open circles [35] ).
At 100 GeV dijet energy (E jet = 50 GeV) the FF multiplicity in p-p collisions is reduced by ∼ 6 relative to e-e FFs, with missing-fragment mean p t ∼ 0.4 GeV/c. The corresponding ∼ 2.5 GeV missing energy represents a small fraction of the total jet energy (possibly within a calorimeter calibration error). But the 30% n ch reduction could have a major impact on the description of nuclear collisions. At smaller energy scales the fractional multiplicity reduction is much larger (e.g., 70% for E jet = 3 GeV). We return to that important issue in Sec. XI B.
VI. FRAGMENT DISTRIBUTIONS
Whereas a fragmentation function (FF) is conditional on a specific parton energy, a fragment distribution (FD) is the hadron distribution associated with a minimumbias parton spectrum-the folding of an FF ensemble with the parton spectrum. The hard component from p-p spectra can be interpreted as an FD [14] , consistent with p-p correlation systematics [21] . This analysis provides further support for the FD interpretation.
NLO "fragmentation functions" [36] combine a pQCD parton spectrum with a theoretical parametrization of invacuum e-e FFs, e.g. as measured at LEP/HERA [31, 32] . Two questions arise: 1) Is the theory description of FFs adequate over the entire fragment momentum range and parton energy range relevant to nuclear collisions? 2) Are e-e FFs appropriate for p-p collisions-is the assumption of FF universality inherent in the QCD factorization theorem relevant? The reply to 1) is currently no. The reply to 2) depends on context, as revealed by this analysis.
A. The pQCD folding integral
The folding integral used to obtain FDs in this analysis is
where D xx (y, y max ) is the dijet FF ensemble from a source collision system (xx = e-e, p-p, AA, in-medium or in-vacuum), and dσ dijet /dy max is the minimum-bias parton spectrum. Spectrum hard component d 2 n h /dy dη as defined represents the fragment yield from scattered parton pairs into one unit of η. Efficiency factor ǫ ∼ 0.5 (for a single dijet and one unit of η) includes the probability that the second jet also falls within η acceptance δη and accounts for losses from jets near the acceptance boundary. ∆η ∼ 5 is the effective 4π η interval for scattered partons. Further details are given in Sec. VII.
B. Parton spectrum model
The effective parton spectrum for charged hadron fragments from p-p collisions can be estimated by folding a pQCD power-law parton spectrum hypothesis with trial FFs from p-p and e-e collisions and comparing the resulting FDs with the measured p-p spectrum hard component (interpreted as a fragment distribution).
A model for the parton p t spectrum resulting from minimum-bias scattering into an η acceptance near projectile mid-rapidity can be parametrized as
which defines exponent n QCD . The equivalent jet spectrum on y max ≡ ln(2 p t /m π ) is
where p 2 t is the Jacobian factor for p t → y max and y max ≥ y cut , the spectrum cutoff. The cutoff factor
represents in this analysis the minimum parton momentum which leads to detectable charged hadrons as neutral pairs (i.e., local charge ordering [38] ). (semilog and linear formats) shows a parton spectrum inferred from the p-p spectrum hard component in the next subsection. y cut is well-defined by the pp hard component, and n QCD is defined by Au-Au spectrum hard components extending to larger y t . Width parameter ξ cut affects details of FDs below the maximum (mode). Fixed value ξ cut = 0.1 produces FD shapes consistent with ξ cut = 0 but avoids a discontinuity.
For a given value of jet cross section
For nominal values n QCD = 7.5 and y cut = 3.75 (E cut ∼ 3 GeV) σ dijet ∼ 2.5 mb is adjusted to match FD data at larger y (power-law tail), defining a fixed value of A ymax . y cut is then adjusted to fit FD structure near the mode. The actual jet cross section varies strongly with y cut as
A 0.1 reduction in y cut , e.g. from 3.75 to 3.65, (10% relative reduction in E cut ) leads to a 55% increase in the jet cross section (cf. Fig. 11 -left panel).
C. Fragment distributions from p-p and e-e FFs
Specific FF ensembles from LEP/HERA e-e and FNAL p-p collisions can be combined with the parametrized parton spectrum to produce FDs for comparison with nuclear collision data. The hard component from p-p spectra determines the initial parton spectrum parameters for nuclear collisions. [14] . The comparison determines parton spectrum parameters y cut = 3.75 (E cut ∼ 3 GeV) and exponent n QCD = 7.5. The data are well-described by the pQCD folding integral.
The FD in the right panel represents the minimum-bias ensemble of jets that fall within the detector η acceptance. The FDs are plotted as (1/y) d 2 n h /dy dη for comparison to spectrum hard components plotted on transverse rapidity y t . The region above 2 GeV/c dominated by the pQCD power law is the conventional focus for study of parton fragmentation. Ironically, this analysis reveals that the physically most significant fragmentation structure and evolution lies below 2 GeV/c, the region conventionally assigned to hydro phenomena [8] . Fig. 9 (left panel) shows the argument of the folding integral incorporating unmodified FFs from e-e collisions. The main difference is the extension down to y min ∼ 0.35 (p t ∼ 0.05 GeV/c). Fig. 9 (right panel) shows the corresponding FD (solid curve). The parton spectrum parameters determined by the p-p hard component are retained. The solid curve is the "correct answer" for an FD describing inclusive hadrons from inclusive partons produced by free parton scattering from p-p collisions, which is not observed in real nuclear collisions (cf. Sec. X B). The dash-dotted curve represents the hard-component model inferred from p-p collisions. The FD from e-e FFs lies well above the measured p-p hard component for hadron p t < 2 GeV/c (y t < 3.3), and the mode is reduced to ∼ 0.5 GeV/c. The "correct" e-e FD strongly disagrees with the most relevant part of the p-p p t spectrumthe hard component. Despite strong disagreement the e-e FD is the correct reference for nuclear collisions, as shown below.
The p-p spectrum hard component determines the parton spectrum cutoff energy, the only adjustable parameter in the folding integral since the shapes of the p-p FFs are defined by independent FF data. The p-p FF multiplicity systematics in Fig. 6 suggest that the effective parton (gluon) spectrum cutoff is determined (for chargeparticle measurements) by the requirement to produce at least one, and therefore two, charged hadrons. The cutoff inferred from p-p FFs (y cut ∼ 3.75) then provides an upper limit for e-e FFs, since the latter have substantially larger mean multiplicities. The caveat is especially relevant when modeling medium-modified FDs.
D. NLO "fragmentation functions"
NLO FDs (sometimes termed "fragmentation functions") [36] are typically compared to the full p-p p t spectrum, including the soft as well as hard components [37] . Theoretical representations of e-e FFs are currently less accurate for small fragment momenta (e.g., Fig. 20 of [15] ). As noted, inclusion of accurate invacuum e-e FFs in the pQCD folding integral leads to a large excess over the p-p hard component at smaller y t , which may have important physical significance (as discussed below). The full soft+hard p-p spectrum greatly exceeds the FD at smaller y t . Comparison of NLO FDs with the full p-p spectrum can then suggest agreement with data which is misleading. Instead, they should be compared directly to the p-p spectrum hard component as in Fig. 9 (right panel), which then reveals physically important differences.
VII. THE PARTON SPECTRUM
The p t spectrum for partons scattered from N-N collisions can be approximated by (1/p t ) dσ dijet /dp t = A p −nQCD t above some cutoff p t,cut . The three spectrum constants (A, n QCD , p t,cut ) can be inferred from nuclear collision data. Parton spectrum information comes from event-wise jet reconstruction and from the single-particle spectrum hard component. Jet reconstruction provides only a part of the differential spectrum. A and n QCD can be inferred from the larger-p t region. A p t -spectrum hard component combined with an FF ensemble can determine the parton spectrum cutoff explicitly from the structure near its mode. The parton (dijet) total cross section is then determined with improved accuracy.
A. Parton spectrum from data When integrated over fragment rapidity y the folding integral in Eq. (3) can be expressed as the product of a weighted-mean dijet multiplicity and the integrated dijet cross section. Since the parton spectrum is sharply peaked near 3 GeV the mean dijet multiplicity (Fig. 6 right panel) is close to the value at that energy. Factor ǫ is introduced to represent the 1D dijet efficiency: the average fraction of a jet that falls inside η acceptance bin δη (some jets overlap the boundary) and the fraction of partners in a back-to-back jet pair that also fall inside δη. Both fractions depend on δη, effective 4π interval ∆η and the number N dijet of jet pairs in a nuclear collision.
The y t -integrated two-component model of mean hadron yields for NSD p-p collisions is
The jet cross section can be inferred from measurements of spectrum hard component H = (1/y) d 2 n h /dy dη. Integrating Eq. (3) over y and expressing the remaining
for NSD p-p collisions. The measured hard/soft ratio for NSD meann ch ∼ 1.25 is n h /n s ∼ 0.008 [14] . Since dn s /dη ∼ 2.5 for NSD p-p collisions dn h /dη ∼ 0.02. Given σ N SD ∼ 36 mb, p-pn dijet ∼ 3 and dijet fraction ǫ ∼ 0.45 (cf. Fig. 10 ) included in |η| < 0.5 (δη = 1) then σ dijet /∆η = 0.5 ± 0.12 mb. Assuming δη 4π ≡ ∆η ∼ 5 gives a total cross section σ dijet = 2.5 ± 0.6 mb. Uncertainty estimates are discussed in Sec. XII. Equivalently, the probability of a minijet within |η| < 0.5 in NSD p-p collisions [expression within curly brackets in Eq. (9)] is 0.5 mb/36 mb ∼ 0.014 ± 0.003, consistent with [14] based on ǫn dijet ∼ 2.5 ± 1.0 and dn h /dη ∼ αn ch dn ch /dη ∼ 0.03 ± 0.01.
The correspondence between a dijet cross section and average jet fragment yield in an η acceptance is nontrivial. The general result for A-A collisions depends on mean dijet number N dijet = n binary σ dijet /σ N SD . pQCD calculations produce differential cross section d 3 σ dijet /dp t dy 1 dy 2 , with dσ dijet /dp t or dσ dijet /dy max as a straightforward 1D projection. To obtain a 2D projection onto y max and y or η the single integral over y must accommodate the integer number of dijets in a collision. In Fig. 10 (right panel) ǫ(N dijet , δη, ∆η) represents the fractional yield of hadrons per dijet into acceptance δη. For a single dijet in ∆η ∼ 5 (e.g., some p-p collisions) and δη = 1, ǫ(1, 1, 5) ∼ 0.8/(2 − δη/∆η) ∼ 0.45. For N dijet ∼ 50 (e.g., semi-central Au-Au collisions) and δη = 2, ǫ(50, 2, 5) ∼ 0.9, a two-fold increase in fractional hadron yield per dijet. Figure 11 (left panel) shows the calculated p-p FD for spectrum cutoff y cut = 3.75 (solid curve) and for y cut = 3.65, 3.85 corresponding to 10% shifts in the cut energy about 3 GeV (dotted curves) illustrating the precision of the cutoff determined from data: p-p data determine the cutoff to better than 5%.
B. Parton spectrum from theory Figure 11 (right panel) compares the spectrum defined by this analysis (solid curve, and note the factor 3) with theory and 200 GeV UA1 data. As noted, the spectrum from this analysis integrates to 2.5 ± 0.6 mb with well-defined cutoff ∼ 3 GeV. The KLL parametrization 600/p HNN-vac for a nominal 3 GeV spectrum cutoff (solid curve) and ycut shifted by 0.1 (Ecut changed by 10%) in either direction (dotted curves) compared to p-p reference HGG (dash-dotted curve) and NSD p-p data (solid points), illustrating the precision of the parton spectrum cutoff determination. Right: The parton spectrum defined in this analysis with nQCD ∼ 7.5 integrating to ∼ 2.5 mb multiplied by 3 (solid curve), KLL parametrized spectrum [18] integrating to 2.2 mb above 3 GeV/c (dashed curve) and UA1 measured jet differential cross section integrating to ∼ 4 mb (points) [19] .
and underlying-event contributions are relatively small. The slopes are the same but the amplitudes are different. At smaller p t the UA1 data fall below the solid curve in a region where jet-finding efficiency might be reduced. The UA1 spectrum integral is 4 mb [19] .
Several theoretical calculations of the jet total cross section stimulated by the UA1 minijet data were intended to extend pQCD comparisons with data down to ∼ 3 GeV. In [39] a "two-component" spectrum model for p-p collisions was discussed, and it was estimated that because of the underlying event the E t ∼ 5 GeV observed by UA1 corresponds to 3-4 GeV/c parton momentum. The total cross section obtained from a pQCD calculation was 2-2.5 mb for a 3 GeV spectrum cutoff.
A similar calculation in [23] obtained 3 mb for a jet energy threshold of 3 GeV. However, the assertion that there is no actual threshold for parton → hadron is contradicted for charged hadrons by the present study. The mean number of jets in NSD p-p collisions was given as 2σ dijet /σ inelastic→N SD ∼ 0.1-0.2, which compares with 2 × 2.5 ± 0.6 mb/ 36 mb = 0.14 ± 0.03 from this analysis.
An extensive study of effects on the minijet cross section from energy scaling of structure functions was described in [20] . The goal was to apply pQCD to low-p t jet physics-"the so-called minijet regime." Estimation of the underlying-event contribution to the UA1 E t cluster finder lead to the conclusion that a 5 GeV E t calorimeter cluster (minijet) translates to a 3 GeV parton. Almost all partons in the spectrum (i.e., with energies ∼ 3 GeV) are gluons. The minijet cross section was estimated to be 2-3 mb at 200 GeV, with spectrum cutoff near 3 GeV.
Based on comparisons of spectrum hard components with calculated FDs and with pQCD theory there can be considerable confidence that the measured spectrum hard component from p-p collisions is a parton fragment distribution, and the corresponding minimum-bias parton spectrum is well defined. Given that baseline we now consider parton "energy loss" in A-A collisions.
VIII. PARTON "ENERGY LOSS"
In conventional pQCD descriptions of parton energy loss the leading parton is said to lose energy by gluon bremsstrahlung during passage through a (possibly colored) medium [40] . In the context of this analysis some questions emerge: 1) Do complete FDs in more-central A-A collisions actually indicate energy loss (i.e., do FFs integrate to reduced parton energy)? 2) Do jet angular correlations manifest structure changes consistent with leading-parton random multiple scattering (e.g., broadening symmetric about the jet axis)? 3) If the answer to 1) is "yes" how and where is the lost energy manifested in the medium? 4) If the answer to 1) or 2) is "no" what is the relevance or proof of an independent medium? To address those questions we can incorporate energy-loss models into calculated FDs from e-e and p-p collisions and compare with hard components (single-particle spectra and correlations) measured in Au-Au collisions.
A. Negative boost of the p-p hard component A simple algebraic model of energy loss in FDs can be obtained by shifting p-p or N-N hard-component model H GG down on rapidity (negative boost ∆y t ∼ ∆E parton /E parton ). The model manifestly does not conserve energy (energy ∆E is lost from the fragment system). Ratio r AA [8] is then modeled as ln(r AA ) by ln
where H GG is the Gaussian plus power-law tail inferred from p-p collisions (denoted by n h H 0 in [14] ). The H GG reference is included in plots of r AA below. The negativeboost model is imperfect because it does not respect the details of QCD splitting, and the lower limit of the FD experiences the same rapidity shift as the leading parton, which is probably not physical (cf. the next subsection). Its recommendation is algebraic simplicity.
B. "Medium-modified" FFs
A better-justified model (BW) of medium-induced modification to QCD fragmentation is described in [29] . Parton "energy loss" is modeled, but the parton energy is conserved within the modified FF. In contrast to special treatment of the leading parton (bremsstrahlung) with "broadening and softening" of the FF, all subleading splittings are treated equally by BW-momentum is conserved at all stages of the cascade.
The BW model is applied to MLLA descriptions of two experimental FFs (TASSO 14 GeV [31] and OPAL 200
GeV [41] ). As noted in [15] MLLA FF parametrizations fail for small and large fragment momenta. The bottom 20% of the FF, where the most interesting conclusions of this analysis emerge, is typically missing. Discrepancies are typically of the same magnitude as the medium effects observed in this analysis using an accurate FF representation. The statement "the MLLA can serve as a baseline in searching for medium effects" is not justified. Figure 12 (left panel) illustrates the BW model (cf. Fig. 1 of [29] ). In-vacuum FFs for Q = 14 and 200 GeV derived from the beta parametrization are shown as the dashed and solid curves respectively [15] . Data from TASSO 14 GeV (solid points) are shown for comparison, duplicating part of Fig. 3 (left panel) . The beta distribution represents all FF data to the statistical limits. The practical consequence of the BW "energyloss" mechanism is a momentum-conserving rescaling of FFs on momentum fraction x p or logarithmic variable ξ p = ln(1/x p ). Density reductions at larger fragment momenta (smaller ξ p ) are balanced by much larger increases at smaller momenta. The large changes correspond to an inferred leading-parton fractional "energy loss" of 25%. [15] and for in-medium modification by rescaled splitting functions (dash-dotted and dotted curves) [29] compared to data for 14 GeV (solid points) [31] . Right: Curves in the left panel replotted on rapidity y.
The BW model modifies the splitting process by rescaling the momentum fraction consistently at all stages of the cascade. The beta parametrization of FFs [15] has only two parameters (p, q). p represents the effect of quantum coherence or gluon saturation which effectively terminates the cascade at hadron formation (LPHD). q represents the pQCD splitting cascade itself. Empirically, we observe that increasing parameter q by O(1) increment ∆q accurately duplicates the BW rescaling process.
The dotted and dash-dotted curves in Fig. 12 correspond to q → q + 1.15. The curves (left panel) match Fig. 1 of [29] in the interval for which the MLLA approximates FF data. We can thus implement the BW energyloss model simply by changing q in the beta parametrization to achieve an accurate and complete representation of measured FFs. Figure 4 (right panel) uses the beta parametrization to demonstrate the multiplicity increase (open circles) corresponding to the BW "energy-loss" (medium modification) prescription. Figure 12 (right panel) shows the same system on fragment rapidity y. The relation is given by ξ p = ln(p jet /p) = ln(2 p jet /m π ) − ln(2p/m π ) ∼ y max − y, with energy scale Q = 2 p jet . Beta FFs on ξ p don't extend to infinity because FFs on y are bounded below by y min . In e-e collisions y min ∼ 0.35 corresponds to p ∼ m π /2. The maximum ξ p value is thus ξ p,max ∼ ln(Q/m π ) = y max (∼ τ in [29] ).
The BW "energy-loss" model coupled with the FF beta parametrization from [15] provides an accurate algebraic model of FF "medium modification" valid for all relevant energies and momenta and directly related to pQCD principles. The system can generate medium-modified FDs for comparison with A-A hard-component evolution.
C. "Energy loss" and FDs Figure 13 (left panel) shows the e-e FF ensemble with BW modification as described in the previous subsection. Energy-loss parameter ∆q is the change in betadistribution model parameter q which emulates the BW energy-loss method. The value ∆q = 1.15 (for 0-12% central Au-Au collisions) is determined by hard-component data above p t ∼ 4 GeV/c, where "suppression" in ratio r AA is approximately constant. For this initial survey ∆q is assumed to be independent of parton energy (y max ). ference between p-p and e-e FDs appears below p t ∼ 2 GeV/c (y t ∼ 3.3). Conventional comparisons with theory (e.g., data vs NLO FDs) typically do not extend below 2 GeV/c [37] .
IX. A-A TWO-COMPONENT SPECTRA
This analysis describes spectrum hard components by folding a parton power-law spectrum with parametrized FF ensembles. The hard component from p-p collisions constrains the parton spectrum. Hard components have also been extracted from Au-Au spectra for five centralities [8] . A sharp transition in hard-component properties is observed as for minijet angular correlations [10] . We use measured Au-Au hard components to study the evolution of parton fragmentation (and possibly the underlying parton spectrum) with centrality in nuclear collisions.
A. A-A two-component model
The algebraic form of the two-component model of perparticipant-pair A-A spectra is
where S N N (∼ S pp ) is the soft component and H AA is the hard component (with reference H N N ∼ H pp ) integrating respectively to multiplicities n s and n h in one unit of pseudorapidity η [8, 14] . Ratio r AA = H AA /H N N is a refinement of nuclear modification factor R AA . Centrality measure ν ≡ 2n binary /n participant estimates a mean participant-nucleon path length in the Glauber model. Model functions S xx and H xx are normalized to be compatible with the total spectrum density in a given context (i.e., whether the density is 1D, 2D or 3D).
The soft component is interpreted as longitudinal projectile fragmentation (via inelastic N-N scattering) approximately independent of A-A centrality. The hard component is interpreted (as in p-p collisions) as the FD from minimum-bias parton scattering and fragmentation into some hadron angular acceptance. Because a single soft-component model function is subtracted from all centralities any systematic error in the subtraction is common to all hard components. Relative variations with centrality are then unique to hard-component structure. [14] . The main features are the suppression at larger y t intensively studied at RHIC and the much larger enhancement at smaller y t first described in [8] . [14] . Evolution of suppressions and enhancements is more clearly visible. The p-p data and the most peripheral Au-Au data agree with the N-N reference (r AA = 1) above y t = 2.5 but deviate significantly from H GG below that point.
As noted in [8] there is a sharp transition in the centrality trend for both suppression and enhancement, also seen in 200 GeV Au-Au angular correlation studies [10] . The direct correspondence between the centrality trend at p t ∼ 10 GeV/c and that at p t ∼ 0.3 GeV/c seems curious in the conventional RHIC context (hydro + high-p t jets). However, if the entire hard component is interpreted as an FD the correlation is seen to be inevitable.
A major consequence of this analysis is the realization that H N N from p-p collisions is not the correct FD reference for nuclear collisions. The p-p hard component is itself strongly modified relative to the correct reference. An alternative to r AA is required for differential study.
X. CENTRALITY EVOLUTION OF THE FD
The insensitivity of nuclear modification factor R AA to most energy-loss details and the superiority of hardcomponent (FD) ratio r AA = H AA /H N N were demonstrated in [8] . In this section calculated FDs are compared directly with measured A-A spectrum hard components using generalized hard-component ratio r xx to determine centrality evolution. The notation adopted is FD → H xx , where xx = pp (data), AA (data), GG (Gaussian-plus-tail model) and NN-vac, NN-med, ee-vac, ee-med. The last four, introduced in the previous section, are obtained from folding integrals. We then define ratios r AA = H AA /H GG (used in [8] and Fig. 15 -right panel), r ee = H ee-med /H ee-vac and r NN = H NN-med /H NN-vac . Figure 16 (left panel) shows calculated FD ratios r N N (dashed curve, p-p FFs) and r ee (dash-dotted curve, e-e FFs). The solid curve is the measured r AA from central (0-12%) Au-Au collisions at 200 GeV [8] . ∆q ∼ 1.15 for H ee−med and H N N −med was adjusted to obtain the correct large-y t suppression for that centrality. The reference for r AA is hard-component model function H GG . The dotted curve is the ratio reference obtained by shifting H GG on y t by ∆y t ∼ −0.26 (negative boost). As noted in [8] the simple negative-boost model does not describe the Au-Au data. But the e-e and N-N ratios also do not describe the data. Figure 16 (right panel) introduces a novel concept. Instead of comparing the calculated in-medium FD for N-N (averaged within A-A collisions) with the in-vacuum FD for N-N or similarly comparing e-e with e-e as in the left panel, the in-medium FD for e-e is compared with the in-vacuum FD for N-N by defining ratio
A. FD ratios compared to central Au-Au collisions
Calculated r eN describes the measured r AA well over the entire fragment momentum range. The question then arises how to interpret the result.
B. Revised FD reference for nuclear collisions Fig. 16 (right panel) implies that the FD reference for nuclear collisions should be reconsidered. The hard component for central Au-Au collisions appears to be welldescribed by H ee-med with the BW "energy loss" mechanism applied to e-e FFs. The p-p hard component deviates strongly from H ee-vac in Fig. 9 (right panel) and may be strongly suppressed at smaller y t . The combination suggests that p-p hard component H NN is not the correct reference for A-A collisions as assumed implicitly in defining conventional ratio R AA . The proper in-vacuum reference for nuclear collisions is actually H ee-vac . [8, 42] . From ν = 1.98 to ν = 2.83 there is a dramatic change in the hard component. At the transition point ν ∼ 2.5 n part = 40 (out of 382) and n bin = 50 (out of 1136) [42] . Table I shows parameters for calculated FDs H xx vs Au-Au centrality plotted as ratios to common reference H ee-vac in Fig. 17 (right panel) . ∆q is determined in all cases by the region above y t = 4 (conventional "suppression"). y cut or E cut is determined by the slope in the intermediate region near y t = 3. FF cutoff parameters y 0 = ξ y are determined by structure to the left of y t = 2.5. The first line describes reference H ee-vac (r xx = 1) with cutoff energy E cut = 3 GeV. The second line describes H NN-vac (dashed curve). The last line describes the limiting case of H ee-med for central Au-Au collisions (dash-dotted curve) with E cut = 2.7 determined by the data near y t = 3. The lighter dash-dotted curve is the same with E cut = 3 GeV for comparison. Dotted curves 2 and 5 are hybrid versions H xx-med with y 0 = ξ y adjusted to accommodate the data to the left of y t = 2.5.
The results can be interpreted as follows. With increasing centrality the splitting cascade is modified (∆q increases from zero), suppression of FFs at smaller y is reduced (y 0 = ξ y move toward zero) and parton spectrum cutoff y cut (E cut ) is also reduced, increasing σ dijet and the total minijet yield by 50% as in Fig. 7 (left panel) . Instead of invoking r xx ratios the measured spectrum hard components can be compared directly with calculated FDs to reveal fragmentation evolution. Figure 18 shows spectrum hard components H AA (solid curves) for five centralities from 200 GeV Au-Au collisions [8] . This format shows H AA and related FD curves, whereas Fig. 15 (left panel) shows ν H AA including participant path length ν. Since ν n part /2 = n binary the hard components of un-normalized y t spectra (2D densities) scale proportional to n binary as expected for parton scattering and fragmentation in A-A collisions. The points are hard-component data from 200 GeV NSD p-p collisions [14] . The dash-dotted curve is the standard Gaussian+tail model function H GG . FDs from the previous section are also shown. The dashed curve is H NN-vac , and the upper (bold) dotted curve is H ee-med with ∆q = 1.15, which nominally corresponds to the most-central Au-Au curve (0-12%). The parton spectrum cutoff for H ee-med has been reduced from 3 GeV (y max = 3.75) to 2.7 GeV (y max = 3.65) to match the central Au-Au hard component near y t = 3. The two thinner dotted curves labeled 2 and 5 (Au-Au centralities) are H ee-med with cutoff parameters y 0 = ξ y reduced to accommodate the data below y t = 2.5.
C. Fragmentation evolution
The p-p and peripheral Au-Au data are consistent with H NN-vac by construction. Above a transition point on centrality (ν ∼ 2.5) H AA transitions from H NN-vac toward H ee-med over most of the y t range, with residual deviations confined to smaller y t . For more-central collisions agreement of H AA with the limiting H ee-med curve extends toward the limits of accepted y t .
D. Restoration of the FF base in A-A collisions
Below centrality ν = 2.5 we observe strong fragment suppression at smaller y t relative to the H ee-vac reference.
Above that point there is asymptotic approach to H ee-med (bold dotted curve in Fig. 18) , with strong enhancement at smaller y t and the expected suppression at larger y t characterized as "jet quenching". The FD modification in central Au-Au collisions is approximately consistent with the BW in-medium modification of e-e FFs [29] . Those trends suggest the following scenario:
• The bases of fragmentation functions (jets) in p-p and peripheral A-A collisions are missing from reconstructed jets and the spectrum hard component compared to in-vacuum e-e FFs
• Above a transition point on A-A centrality fragmentation changes dramatically
• The bases of A-A FFs are partially restored to compatibility with e-e FFs
• A-A FFs are modified in a manner compatible with a pQCD description of FF medium modification
• Most of the underlying parton spectrum does not change with Au-Au centrality; no scattered partons are lost to the final state (thermalized)
• However, the low-energy cutoff-3 GeV for N-N collisions-falls to 2.7 GeV for central Au-Au collisions, increasing the minijet cross section by 50%
The transition of the Au-Au spectrum hard component near ν ∼ 2.5 corresponds to a similar sharp transition observed in minijet angular correlations at 200 GeV [10] , again consistent with equivalence of the spectrum hard component and minimum-bias parton fragmentation.
XI. RELATED ASPECTS OF A-A COLLISIONS
Given a better understanding of scattered-parton spectra and fragmentation we consider the consequences in A-A collisions for parton distributions in the initial state and hadron distributions in the final state.
A. pQCD parton spectra and A-A initial conditions
Parton spectra determined ab initio from pQCD are used to estimate the initial conditions for heavy ion collisions at RHIC. In [43] a jet spectrum was obtained from a parton spectrum defined in terms of a pQCD parton differential cross section and nucleon structure functions dn jet dp t = K T (0) dσ dijet dp t ,
where K = 2 ("higher-order contributions") and T (0) is the "nuclear geometrical factor" = 9A 2 /8π R 2 A , with R A = 1.1 A 1/3 and T (0) = 34 mb −1 for central Au-Au collisions. The pQCD spectrum was determined as in this analysis for central Au-Au collisions at 200 GeV where n binary = 1136 and σ N SD = 36.5 mb. T (0) can then be compared to n binary /σ N SD = 31 mb −1 . Extracting dn jet /dp t data from [43] (Fig. 1, 2-10 GeV) and rearranging Eq. (13) to
dn jet dp t (14) [with y max = ln(2p t /m π )] we recover the pQCD parton spectrum, plotted as the bold dotted curve in Fig. 7 (left panel), corresponding closely (near the peaks) to the spectra inferred from FD data. Whereas FD data and this analysis imply that the parton spectrum terminates near 3 GeV with a 2.5-4 mb total cross section, the spectrum in [43] was integrated down to 1 GeV to estimate a parton (minijet) density dn jet /dy z = 750 for central Au-Au collisions. The lower cutoff was justified by saturation-scale arguments [44] (cf. App. XIII G). Given 4π rapidity interval = 7, n binary ∼ 1136 and two jets per parton collision the implied dijet total cross section is about 85 mb (and cf. Fig. 7 -left panel) , larger than the total N-N cross section and more than 20 times the value we infer from hadron spectrum data. Based on a 4 mb jet cross section for central Au-Au collisions we expect 35±9 minijets in one unit of η, consistent with minijet correlation analysis [10, 21] .
Arguing by analogy, a parton spectrum observed via charged hadrons should be terminated by the available density of hadronic final states, the same mechanism that terminates a splitting cascade in jet formation. An isolated parton scatter (e.g. in 200 GeV p-p collisions where at most one parton scatter occurs) should not proceed unless there is at least one hadronic final state available.
It could be argued that in more-central Au-Au collisions the parton spectrum is substantially altered (cutoff extended to much lower energies) by the environment, that partons scatter and rescatter until hadrons finally emerge from a collective medium (cf. Sec. XIII G). But that is not what we observe in direct comparisons of calculated FDs with measured spectrum hard components and correlations. We do see a modest decrease (10%) in the cutoff energy with corresponding 50% increase in the minijet cross section, as in Fig. 7 (left panel, dash-dotted  curve) . However, strong constraints from the hadron density of states apparently still apply to individual parton scatters. Rescattering of partons and hadrons or "constituent quark recombination" from a medium are contradicted by hard-component data.
B. Charged-hadron and total-pt production Models for initial-state parton scattering and fragmentation should confront measured features of the final state. Beyond spectrum hard components this analysis can be compared with soft and hard components of integrated charged-hadron yields and total p t . The two-component model for A-A particle production (with impact parameter b and participant path-length ν) is
defining dn h /dη (integral of H AA on y t ) as the average hard component for a single N-N collision within an A-A collision. The soft-component multiplicity retains the p-p value 2.5. The jet cross section (and therefore minijet number) increases by about 50% with A-A centrality due to reduction of the parton spectrum cutoff, and the mean dijet multiplicity increases about 3-fold. In those A-A collisions with multiple jet pairs ǫ AA ∼ 2 ǫ pp , effectively doubling the number of observed jets per N-N collision. A similar expression for the total-p t density is
= 0.88 GeV/c + 0.02 GeV/c p-p ≈ 0.88 GeV/c + 0.5 GeV/c b = 0 Au-Au, where P t is the total p t in one unit of η, p t s ∼ 0.35 GeV/c is fixed, and p t h (b) is ∼ 1 GeV/c for p-p collisions but decreases with increasing A-A centrality to about 0.5 GeV/c due to medium modification of the FFs. Note that 1.38 GeV/c / 3.6 = 0.38 GeV/c, consistent with the p t centrality variation for Au-Au collisions [8] : p t increases with A-A centrality through a maximum, and then decreases due to the FF medium modification. In contrast, the hard-component contribution from [43] predicting dn jet /dy = 750 (parton spectrum cutoff at 1 GeV) for central Au-Au collisions at 200 GeV should be
exceeding by five times the hard-component P t observed in data. Measured charged-hadron minijets corresponding to a 4 mb jet cross section account for all hardcomponent p t production. That reasoning closes the loop among correlations, single-particle spectra and pQCD.
XII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
This analysis compares calculated FDs with measured spectrum hard components over a large kinematic range. The critical elements of the comparison are the parton spectrum, parametrized FFs from e-e and p-p collisions, an "energy loss" model applied to FFs, and spectrum hard components from p-p and Au-Au collisions.
A. Parton spectrum
In this analysis a jet cross section is obtained by comparing a pQCD calculation with a minimum-bias fragment distribution rather than with a reconstructed-jet spectrum. The jet differential cross section on η and its relative error can be extracted from Eq. 9
The parameter values with estimated systematic errors are σ N SD = 36.5 ± 2.5 mb [45] , dn h /dη = 0.02 ± 0.0025 ( [14] and this analysis),n dijet = 3.0 ± 0.5 (CDF FFs [17] and systematic studies for this analysis) and ǫ(δη = 1) = (0.8 ± 0.1){1 + 0.1 ± 0.025}/2 (estimate based on the angular widths of observed minijets and the small curvature of the away-side ridge within |η| < 1 [10] ). The combined error for the differential cross section is then about 25%. Given the basic power-law form with cutoff, the parton spectrum is defined by three parameters-y cut (E cut ), n QCD and amplitude A ymax . The three are simply related to σ dijet in Sec. VI B. n QCD and amplitude A ymax are determined by comparison to the p-p hard component up to 7 GeV/c, as in Fig. 14 (right panel) , and the peripheral Au-Au hard component up to 10 GeV/c, as in Fig. 18 . Values n QCD = 7.5 ± 0.5, A ymax = (8 ± 1) × 10 9 and y cut = 3.75 ± 0.05 (E cut = 3.0 ± 0.15 GeV) are consistent with σ dijet = 2.5 ± 0.6 mb.
While the spectrum cutoff for p-p collisions is welldefined by data the effective cutoff for e-e FFs is less well-defined. The cutoff used for the in-vacuum e-e reference FD is by definition the same as inferred from the p-p hard component. The cutoff used for centralities above the transition in Au-Au collisions was reduced to 3.65 (E cut ∼ 2.7 GeV) to match the corresponding FDs to Au-Au hard components in the region near y t ∼ 3 (p t = 1.5 GeV/c). The uncertainty in the modified cutoff energy determined by central Au-Au data is 0.15 GeV [cf. Fig. 17 (right panel) thick and thin dash-dotted curves].
B. Fragmentation functions
The beta parametrizations in [15] describe e + -e − FF data to their error limits from 10 to 200 GeV energy scale (dijet energy) and for all fragment momenta from 0.1 GeV/c to the parton momentum. Measured absolute fragment yields (dijet multiplicities) are also well described. The parametrization allows reliable extrapolation down to Q = 4-6 GeV (E jet = 2-3 GeV).
The p-p FF parametrization used in this analysis is less-well developed. Measured FFs plotted on rapidity for the first time in [15] revealed substantial systematic deviations at small fragment momenta (suppression) relative to e + -e − FFs, although both are reported to be well-described by the MLLA [16, 32] . This analysis suggests that the deviations are due to physical differences, not detection or reconstruction inefficiencies.
Proper description of the suppression of p-p FFs is essential for the comparison between calculated FDs and spectrum hard components. E.g., the suppression at Q = 6 GeV amounts to more than a factor 2 decrease in dijet multiplicity. Yet the p-p FFs so described lead to good agreement with theoretical jet cross sections.
A two-parameter tanh cutoff function with parameters (y 0 , ξ y ) applied to the e + -e − FF parametrization describes CDF FFs well, especially for smaller dijet energies. The FF cutoff influences the shape of calculated FDs near the spectrum mode, as does the parton spectrum cutoff y cut . The parameters could interact, for example in describing the p-p hard component. In Fig. 6 (right panel) the dotted curve shows the result of reducing parameter y 0 from 1.6 to 1.4 (which would strongly disagree with measured p-p FFs). The difference can be compared with the result of changing y cut by 0.1 in Fig. 11 (left panel) . The shape changes are easily distinguished at the few-percent level.
C. Energy-loss model
A simple model of FF medium modification was adopted for this study. It has the advantage that alteration of one parameter (q) in the beta-distribution description of e + -e − FFs reproduces the BW pQCD model. An accurate description of "medium modification" over the complete range of fragment momenta is thus possible.
"Energy-loss" parameter ∆q determined by spectrum suppression at larger p t produces large effects at smaller p t which were unanticipated but describe Au-Au data well. ∆q modifies beta distribution control parameters (p, q) derived for e + -e − FFs [15] . A value ∆q = 1.15±0.2 for central Au-Au collisions describes suppression of the hard component up to 10 GeV/c to the error limits of data. The resulting e-e FFs for 14 and 200 GeV agree with the BW result to a few percent over the range of validity of the MLLA FFs used in the BW study.
D. Spectrum hard components
Spectrum hard components are obtained as differences between measured spectra and soft component S xx inferred from the multiplicity (in p-p collisions [14] ) or centrality (in Au-Au collisions [8] ) variation of a spectrum ensemble. Systematic uncertainties derive from the measure spectra and from the subtracted soft component.
The limit procedure used to obtain the soft component (a form of Taylor expansion) suppresses systematic uncertainties derived from data and the inferred structure of S xx in the difference defined as the hard component. What error remains is common to all extracted hard components. Differential centrality variation of hard components is then relatively free of systematic error because of the double suppression of common-mode error. The absolute uncertainty due to the S xx subtraction, common to all centralities, is estimated by the upper-left hatched region in Fig. 18 .
XIII. DISCUSSION
This analysis provides direct comparison of the complete hadron-spectrum hard component from nuclear collisions with parton fragment distributions derived per pQCD from fragmentation functions and a common parton spectrum. Evolution of the spectrum hard component with Au-Au centrality reveals that the FF ensemble undergoes a transition from in-vacuum p-p FFs to inmedium e + -e − FFs at a specific centrality. Details and implications of the analysis are now discussed.
A. Hard component as fragment distribution
Spectrum hard components previously extracted from p-p and Au-Au collisions are identified as minimum-bias fragment distributions or FDs. Calculated FDs are in turn generated with improved accuracy by folding beta distribution FF parametrizations with a power-law parton spectrum model. Comparison with the p-p hard component determines a spectrum cutoff and minimum-bias jet cross section consistent with pQCD and theoretical analyses of UA1 E t clusters.
Such comparisons confirm in detail that a pQCD description of parton scattering and fragmentation is valid down to at least 3 GeV parton energy, the effective lower limit for partons fragmenting to charged hadrons. Further confirmation comes from correlation hard components which reveal unambiguous jet angular correlations down to small hadron p t (∼ 0.1-0.3 GeV/c).
These combinatoric methods have several advantages compared to the UA1 event-wise E t analysis. The UA1 analysis imposed a jet definition (cone jet finder) with attendant bias. A substantial background came from the underlying event (1-2 GeV within the jet cone). In contrast, the hard component of particle spectra reveals the lower edge of the FD with relatively small bias (the subtracted soft component is defined by a limiting procedure unrelated to hard-component interpretation). The parton spectrum cutoff is thus accurately determined.
B. New fragmentation phenomenology
We observe that p-p FFs are systematically different from e-e FFs (e.g., OPAL/TASSO vs CDF), but the difference is apparent only when FF data are plotted on rapidity y down to small fragment momenta as in [15] . The hard component of 200 GeV p-p collisions is well described by folding parametrized p-p FFs with a powerlaw parton spectrum terminating near 3 GeV. Since the p-p minimum-bias hard component is well described by p-p FFs jet-reconstruction and particle-detection inefficiencies seem not to cause the differences.
We therefore conclude that p-p FFs are indeed suppressed at smaller fragment momenta relative to e-e FFs, implying that novel QCD physics emerges in p-p collisions, and the p-p hard component is not the proper FD reference for nuclear collisions. Use of the p-p FD (or worse, the entire p-p p t spectrum) as a reference appears to be misleading. The correct FD reference for all nuclear collisions is obtained by folding in-vacuum e-e FFs with a power-law parton spectrum. A unique aspect of the present analysis (compared to conventional NLO FD calculations which follow the same approach) is the accuracy and extent of the e-e FF parametrization in [15] .
The centrality evolution of FDs is studied in this analysis directly with spectrum hard components and indirectly with ratio measures. A new phenomenon has emerged: At a particular centrality there is a sharp transition from the suppressed p-p FD to a medium-modified e-e FD with at least three-fold increase in dijet multiplicity. The p-p FD observed in peripheral Au-Au becomes in central Au-Au not an "energy-loss" p-p FD but a "medium-modified" e-e FD, and the effective cutoff energy of the parton spectrum is reduced by about 10%, increasing the jet total cross section by about 50%.
C. Physical interpretation -p-p
The hard component from 200 GeV p-p collisions is well described by a parton spectrum folded with p-p fragmentation functions measured at FNAL. The FF suppression at smaller p t /y t appears to be a real loss of part of the jet (the base), albeit a small fraction of the parton energy. Where is the missing jet base?
For dijets in e-e collisions the color field is localized and continuous along the q-q axis. The fragment density on y z (from momentum component p z ) along the color-dipole axis is uniform near the parton CM [46] . Corresponding FFs on y (from total momentum p) as in Fig. 3 (left panel) fall smoothly to zero at y min (p t ∼ 0.05 GeV/c). In p-p collisions the "bases" of p-p FFs are missing relative to e-e FFs, implying that the fragment distribution on y z acquires a "hole" at the parton CM. The hole in the dipole distribution suggests that the scattered-parton pair is not color connected, leading to these observations: 1) Parton "scattering" in p-p collisions must proceed by exchange of a color singlet between nucleons (a variant of Pomeron exchange). All momentum transfers between nucleons are colorless, consistent with no color connection between scattered partons.
2) A scattered parton remains color connected to the parent nucleon. Part of the color field deviates from the parton-parton axis (follows the projectile nucleon).
3) Fragmentation responds to the color connection, and some fragments are shifted away from the partonparton axis (away from p-p mid-rapidity). FF bases are then missing from observed jets and hard component.
The color-connection mechanism may explain suppression of the bases of p-p FFs. If so, the larger the x of the scattered parton the larger should be the suppression or loss from the FF, as suggested by CDF FFs [16, 17] .
D. Physical interpretation -Au-Au
In more-central Au-Au collisions (above the sharp transition) the FD approaches a limiting case corresponding to "medium-modified" e-e FFs. Instead of suppression at smaller y t there is enhancement. Fragmentation is modified, and jet bases are partially restored. The suppression mechanism proposed in the previous subsection implies that color connection in more-central Au-Au collisions transitions from the N-N case toward the color dipole of e + -e − collisions. However, the splitting cascade is also modified within the Au-Au collision context.
Minijet angular correlations reveal that restored jet bases are strongly elongated on η relative to the larger-y t part of the FF [9, 10] . Triggered jet analysis refers to FF components as "jet" and "ridge" [47] . From this analysis the η elongation can be explained by residual color connection to parent nucleons and resulting distortion of fragment distributions relative to the back-to-back dijet configuration in e + -e − collisions. The larger the x of the struck parton the stronger should be the η elongation.
The underlying parton spectrum remains the same except for the low-energy cutoff, which drops from 3 GeV to 2.7 GeV, increasing the jet cross section by 50%. Combined with a 3-fold increase in minijet multiplicity and doubling of dijet efficiency ǫ the total fragment multiplicity per unit η per N-N collision increases by a factor 9 in central Au-Au compared to p-p collisions. The spectrum cutoff may be reduced in more-central Au-Au collisions because the fragmentation process is altered: the hadron density of states becomes larger and the effective cutoff can then move down. There is no suggestion of parton loss by absorption or multiple scattering in a medium.
E. Implications for conventional energy-loss models
In a summary of high-p t physics at RHIC and LHC [48] it was reported that "observation of the strong suppression of high p t hadrons" motivates the choice of 'hard probes" (energetic partons) to "characterize the deconfined medium" at RHIC. Energetic partons "are expected to lose energy through collisional energy loss and medium-induced gluon radiation...known as jet quenching." Effects of a flowing medium may also be revealed [49] . But energy-loss schemes based on random multiple scattering of a leading parton are falsified by minijet angular-correlation data, especially reduction of the minijet azimuth width with increasing A-A centrality and survival of essentially all scattered partons above 3 GeV as jet correlations in the hadronic final state.
Earlier high-p t results from RHIC such as "disappearance of the away-side jet" from dihadron correlations [50] and "jet quenching" from spectra [51] were interpreted to imply absorption of most jets (including minijets) in central collisions within an "opaque core," observed jets being restricted to production in a surface layer. Those conclusions result in part from limitations of the measures employed. From this analysis we find that all jets survive to particle detection, albeit some are modified.
A measured negative shift of the entire FD on y t corresponds at most to a 25% reduction of the leading-parton energy (for central Au-Au). Because the parton spectrum falls rapidly the shift does correspond to a 5-fold reduction of the FD at larger p t . But energy is not necessarily lost from integrated FFs, and the total hadron multiplicity is not suppressed, instead it is shifted to a different part of the p t spectrum and actually increases.
Jet estimation by "leading particle" biases the jet structure (and imposes strong limitations on statistical power and accurate model tests), thus motivating full event-wise jet reconstruction. Regarding event-wise reconstruction "...'jets' at RHIC are very complicated objects which make them impossible to disentangle from the 'background' " [emphasis added]. That may be true for event-wise reconstruction (except cf. [52, 53] ), but unbiased jet reconstruction is in effect accomplished on a combinatoric basis via hard components of nuclear spectra (FDs) and minijet correlations. The observed structure can be unfolded to reveal the effective parton spectrum and FF ensemble as modified in nuclear collisions.
"High-p t particle production in proton-proton collisions" is said to "provide the baseline 'vacuum' reference to heavy-ion collisions to study the QCD medium properties" [48] . But in this analysis we find that mistaking the p-p hard component (or worse, the entire p-p spectrum) for an FD reference can distort "medium" effects at smaller p t . Comparison of spectra to NLO FDs only above 2-3 GeV/c can also be misleading. The most significant modifications to fragmentation lie below that interval. Ironically, "soft probes" (minijets) reveal the most important details of QCD collision dynamics.
F. Implications for hadrochemistry
Strangeness and heavier flavors require exceptional energy densities for exceptional production (relative to a statistical-model reference). Exceptional energy densities are accessible within minijets. Systematic strangeness trends, described as "strangeness suppression" in p-p collisions [54] and "strangeness enhancement" in morecentral A-A collisions [55] , suggest that minijet production may influence heavy-flavor (s, c, b) abundances in nuclear collisions. Because FF bases are suppressed in p-p collisions strangeness production is suppressed as well. In more-central A-A collisions the FF base is restored (even enhanced), and strangeness (and heavier flavors) are enhanced as well. In that scenario strangeness production would closely follow minijet production and "energy-loss" trends. A possible correspondence of minijet systematics with heavy-flavor abundances should be carefully considered before invoking the context of a thermalized bulk medium, i.e., canonical suppression and enhancement within an equilibrated statistical ensemble.
G. Implications for saturation-scale arguments
The saturation-scale model (SSM) (e.g. [44] ) is a limiting case of the two-component model of nuclear collisions in which the soft component disappears, all particle/p t /E t production proceeds via the hard component, and all antecedent scattered partons are thermalized prior to hadronization. No predictions are made for hadronic correlations, and no justification is given for assumed disappearance of the soft component.
According to the SSM hypothesis the parton spectrum from A-A collisions is said to saturate at a particular momentum scale p 0 (saturation scale) depending on CM energy and A. Spectrum saturation is attributed to saturation of the initial parton density in the projectiles. Because of the parton spectrum structure almost all particle/p t /E t production should then correspond to the saturation scale. The SSM parton spectrum cutoff for RHIC Au-Au collisions is estimated to be ∼ 1 GeV [44] .
Semihard parton scatters from elementary hadronic collisions are isolated (≪ one per collision), and p-p data imply that the density of hadronic final states constrains parton scattering near midrapidity. There is a direct QM coupling between parton scattering and hadronization in nuclear collisions: the latter constrains the former.
In contrast, according to SSM any parton scatter that can happen kinematically will happen, independent of the density of hadronic final states, because there is no direct coupling between parton scattering and hadronization. Partons scatter to an intermediate QCD state (expanding QCD medium, possibly thermalized) from which hadrons later emerge in a collective process. The only constraint on parton scattering is the saturation limit of the initial parton flux density from the projectiles.
Based on that reasoning the SSM parton spectrum is extended from 3 GeV down to 1 GeV, as illustrated in Fig. 7 (left panel) , implying a large increase in scattered partons compared to isolated p-p collisions (e.g., 85 mb dijet cross section in central Au-Au collisions vs 2.5 mb). The final-state hadron/E t /p t production in A-A collisions is then attributed entirely to the hard component. The large soft-component production is incorrectly attributed to the SSM-invoked parton spectrum extension below 3 GeV to buttress the saturation-scale argument.
The SSM hypothesis is contradicted by two-component analysis of correlations and spectra, particularly the centrality dependence (as in the present analysis). As demonstrated in Sec. XI B the soft component (projectile nucleon fragmentation) dominates hadron/p t /E t production even in central Au-Au collisions. The complemen-tary hard-component production matches the ∼ 3 GeV parton cutoff inferred from hard-component spectra.
XIV. SUMMARY
In this analysis fragment distributions measured as p t spectrum hard components are used to resolve and define both parton spectra and FF ensembles over large kinematic intervals. Parton fragmentation and "energy loss" in nuclear collisions are studied. The initial conditions of nuclear collisions, particularly the scattered-parton energy distribution relevant to pQCD and possibly hydrodynamics, are estimated with reduced ambiguity.
Parametrized p-p and e + -e − fragmentation functions are folded with a parton spectrum model to produce fragment distributions compared to hard components of hadron spectra. Comparison of a calculated p-p FD to a measured p-p hard component determines a reference parton spectrum for all nuclear collisions. The inferred spectrum agrees quantitatively with pQCD calculations.
A theoretical model of FF medium modification is implemented by simple alteration of FF parametrizations. In-medium p-p and e + -e − FFs are folded with the reference parton spectrum to produce modified FDs in turn compared to spectrum hard components for several centralities of 200 GeV Au-Au collisions. Below a transition centrality hard components for peripheral Au-Au and pp collisions are well-described by the in-vacuum p-p FD. Above the transition centrality hard-component data are well-described by in-medium e + -e − FDs over the entire p t spectrum [0.3,10] GeV/c.
The implications of the analysis are as follows: 1) The underlying scattered-parton spectrum changes little from p-p to central Au-Au collisions; the exception is reduction of the 3 GeV cutoff energy by 10%. All partons survive to final-state manifestations, are not "thermalized." 2) Fragmentation functions for p-p collisions are substantially different from those for e + -e − collisions-the lowmomentum base is suppressed in the former, comprising 30-70% of the expected fragment number but only a few percent of the parton energy.
3) The missing FF base suggests that scattered partons from p-p collisions are not color connected to each other, that a scattered parton remains color connected to the parent projectile nucleon. 4) In more-central Au-Au collisions there is a sharp transition to in-medium e + -e − FDs, suggesting that the color-connection topology changes substantially. 5) Central Au-Au collisions appear to be nearly transparent to energetic partons and even to hadron fragments with p t ∼ 0.3 GeV/c which remain correlated with the parent parton, are not rescattered. 6) A measured large increase in Au-Au minijet angular correlations above the sharp transition on centrality corresponds to the large increase in mean dijet multiplicity for in-medium e + -e − FFs compared to in-vacuum p-p FFs inferred from this analysis. 7) The most significant alteration of parton fragmentation in nuclear collisions occurs below p t = 2 GeV/c. 8) A proposed extension of the scattered-parton p t spectrum down to 1 GeV in central Au-Au collisions motivated by saturation-scale arguments is contradicted by spectrum and correlation data.
Nuclear collisions have been described quantitatively in terms of perturbative QCD. Nonperturbative aspects already present in p-p collisions (fragmentation function modification and parton spectrum termination) evolve with heavy ion collision centrality in intuitively reasonable ways, leading to better understanding of QCD dynamics over an extended space-time volume.
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